Direct determination of atomic positions on the Cu(110)-(1×2)-H surface
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Results of a low-energy ion scattering study of the H-induced 1×2 reconstruction of the Cu(110) surface are presented. The surface was bombarded with 6-keV Ar⁺ ions under a grazing angle of 5°, 6°, or 8°; azimuthal scans of the yields of the scattered Ar and recoiled Cu and H atoms emitted at a scattering angle of 45° were measured. The scans were compared with the results of computer simulations. We confirm that the surface is of the 1×2 “missing-row” type. Nine possible positions of H atoms at the Cu(110)-(1×2) surface for different coverages were analyzed. The H atoms were found to be situated in one of the two possible trigonal hollow sites on the missing-row reconstructed surface. To obtain good fits to the experimental data, large thermal vibration amplitudes of the H atoms had to be assumed. These large amplitudes can be due to a nonharmonic potential.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of hydrogen with transition-metal surfaces is of great interest due to a variety of applications such as catalysis,¹ hydrogen storage,² enhanced Cu reflow in microelectronics,³ and nuclear fusion technology.⁴ From a more fundamental point of view, because of its simplicity, hydrogen on a metal surface is a good model system to study electron and phonon interactions and to observe quantum effects.⁵–⁹ Determination of the geometry of the adsorbed layer in a given chemisorption system provides important information for understanding the nature of H-substrate bonds. The H-covered Cu(110) surface is one of these systems. In contrast to other fcc metal (110) surfaces such as Ni(110) or Pt(110), H adsorption on Cu(110) is an activated process, i.e., the sticking coefficient for molecular hydrogen H₂ is negligible compared to the one for atomic hydrogen H.¹⁰ Experimental studies of H-covered Cu(110) therefore require one to expose the surface to atomic H, which is usually produced by means of hot W filaments or tubes. During the past 15 years a number of studies on the hydrogen-induced reconstruction of the Cu(110) surface has been reported.⁷¹¹–¹⁸²⁰ Most of them agreed on the fact that at deposition temperatures below about 100 K and H exposures in the approximate range 2–8 L (1 L=1×10⁻⁶ Torr s) the Cu(110) surface undergoes a (1×3)H reconstruction. Higher exposures lead to a transition from the (1×3)H to the (1×2)H reconstruction. The (1×2)H reconstruction can also be produced either by H deposition at higher temperatures or by heating a (1×3)H sample to above about 150 K.¹¹ On annealing to temperatures above 300 K, de-reconstruction (1×2)H→1×1 with the simultaneous desorption of H₂ takes place. Note that, with the exception of Ref. 10, most experimentalists could not measure the exact exposure to atomic H and have only given values for the exposure to the mixture H + H₂ of atomic and molecular hydrogen. Since this mixture varies according to specific experimental conditions, quoted expositions are only rough indications. The same holds for the temperatures given above, which can vary somewhat due to different heating rates.

Earlier experimental studies using photoemission spectroscopy¹³–¹⁶ or He and Ne diffraction¹² and also older theoretical works¹⁷,¹⁸ indicated that subsurface reconstructions of Cu (Ref. 12) and also subsurface sites of H (Refs. 13–16) might be involved in Cu(110)-(1×2)-H. From 1.5-keV He ion scattering spectroscopy, however, it could be proven, that the Cu(110)-(1×2)-H reconstruction is of the missing-row type,¹⁹ which was also confirmed by more recent theoretical considerations.²¹,²⁰ Concerning the adsorption sites of H, studies combining low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) with electron-energy-loss spectroscopy,⁷¹¹ (EELS) were in accordance with H in trigonal hollow surface sites. Theoretical calculations using the effective-medium theory also suggest this site to be the most stable site of H on Cu(110).²⁰ A direct determination of the H adsorption site has been lacking so far.

Low-energy ion scattering measurements are especially suited to give direct information on the position of light adsorbate atoms on surfaces.⁵,²²,²³ In the following we present an analysis of eight possible surface sites²² and a subsurface site²⁰ for H atoms on a 1×2 missing-row surface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Experimental setup and sample preparation

The measurements were carried out in a low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) time-of-flight (TOF) system described earlier.²⁴ The ultrahigh vacuum part consists of a main chamber and a preparation chamber, both with a base pressure of 2×10⁻¹⁰ mbar. In the present work, we used a pulsed beam of 6-keV Ar⁺ ions and TOF spectra of scattered and recoiled particles were measured. The combined yield of both neutral atoms and ions was detected. In this way, the angular scans are not influenced by charge-exchange effects. At the same time, this makes the measurements sensitive not only to the outer surface layer, but to the first few layers as well. The sample to be investigated was fixed onto a goniometer allowing rotation around three perpendicular axes. The orientation of the sample was driven by computer-controlled stepping motors.
The atomic hydrogen source\(^{25}\) consists of a thin tungsten tube with an inner diameter of 0.5 mm connected to a bellows system, so that it can be positioned near the sample surface. The tube was heated by means of electron bombardment to approximately 1800 K and its temperature was measured by means of a pyrometer. A beam of atomic H was produced by leading H\(_2\) gas through this tube.

A Cu single crystal was cut along a (110) plane with an acid saw. Then it was mounted on the goniometer of a polishing machine and oriented using x-ray diffraction. In this way a (110) face could be polished with a misorientation of less than 0.1°. The sample was transferred into the preparation chamber and subjected to baking at about 500 °C for several hours to remove impurities. Subsequently, it was subjected to sputtering (2-keV Ar\(^+\), 150 °C for 20 min) and annealing (250 °C for 20 min) cycles in order to obtain a clean well-ordered (110) surface. Each preparation step was followed by LEED and LEIS analysis of the sample surface performed in the main chamber. In all cases LEED showed sharp 1 \times 1 patterns with a low background at the final stage, and no contamination could be observed with LEIS.

The hydrogen deposition was carried out in the main chamber. During the deposition, the H\(_2\) pressure was kept at about 2 \times 10\(^{-6}\) mbar (uncorrected pressure reading from the ionization gauge) and the sample temperature at approximately 240–250 K. Under these conditions exposition to (2–3) \times 10\(^{-6}\) mbar s = 1.5–2.3 L was found to result in both a saturation of hydrogen coverage visible with LEIS (Ref. 26) and a sharp LEED pattern. After deposition the sample temperature was lowered to 130–150 K and LEIS scans were measured. Following a complete azimuthal LEIS scan, LEED was showing only slightly weaker 1 \times 1 patterns with a low background at the final stage, and no contamination could be observed with LEIS.

The azimuthal scans for recoiled H and Cu and for scattered Ar were simulated using the recently developed computer program MATCH. A detailed description of the program is given elsewhere.\(^{28}\) In the simulations a slab was defined, with an area equal to a surface spanned by thirty-two 1 \times 110 \times 2 \times 4 unit cells of the reconstructed Cu(110) surface and a thickness of three layers. The interactions of both beam and recoiled particles with the surface slab including the H atoms were taken into account. The simulation consisted of three separate stages: (i) calculation of incoming trajectories of the projectiles and created recoiled particles, in which the projectile or recoil coordinates and velocities are stored in case an atom is encountered at short distance; (ii) calculation of outgoing trajectories of H, Cu, and Ar in time-reversed mode; in which a large energy range is divided into discrete energy intervals and the medium energy of an interval is then chosen as the initial energy of the particle (all the energy losses are calculated after each collision and added to the energy of the particle); and (iii) matching of incoming and outgoing trajectories at the positions of hard collisions with a tolerance in energy corresponding to the chosen energy interval and a small tolerance in the distance of the in- and out-going trajectories. The matches are weighted proportionally to (a) the probability for an atom to be at the proper position to cause the scattering or recoiling event and (b) the differential scattering or recoiling cross section of the collision.

All trajectories were calculated in three-dimensional space. The thermal vibrations were included by performing the calculations for many (\(>500\)) “frozen lattices” and adding the results. A frozen lattice was obtained by displacing the atoms from their equilibrium positions over a distance chosen from a Gaussian thermal displacement distribution. All calculations were carried out in the quasibinary collision

**FIG. 1.** Geometry of the experiments (top). Typical TOF spectrum: 6-keV Ar\(^+\) beam, incoming (polar) angle \(\alpha=8^\circ\), scattering angle \(\theta=45^\circ\), and azimuthal angle \(\phi=81^\circ\) (bottom).
approximation using the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark screened universal potential. The (impact-parameter-dependent) electron stopping was included by applying the Oen-Robinson model. The screening lengths of the universal potential for Ar-Cu and Cu-Cu collisions were determined by performing computer simulations for the known structure of the clean Cu(110) surface. The widths of atomic Cu position distributions due to thermal vibrations reported by Dürr et al. and Copel et al. were used as a starting point. These values were adjusted to give better fits. The amplitude found are presented in Table I. The values given by Dürr et al. and Copel et al. are equal within the error bar to our values. The interplanar distances as determined by Copel et al. for the clean surface and by Baddorf et al. for the H-covered surface were adopted. The resulting lengths for the Ar-H and Cu-H interactions were determined by fitting the H-recoil scans. The obtained data are listed in Table I. From the simulations we found that at small incident angles a projectile often undergoes more than 30 "soft" collisions with sample atoms before it is scattered in a "hard" collision under a relatively large angle. It seems that an incoming projectile "hovers" over the sample surface for a long time and its trajectory is slightly bent after each soft impact. The influence of H atoms on the Cu-recoil and Ar-scatter azimuthal scans was found to be negligible, implying that the observed surface channeling at small incident angles can be considered to be only due to Ar-Cu interactions.

Table I. Values for the parameters found in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ar-Cu, 0.92±0.03; Cu-Cu, 0.90; Ar-H, 0.85±0.03; Cu-H, 0.85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>screening length reduction factor of the universal potential</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buckling of the topmost copper layer (Å)</td>
<td>x = 1.28±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>along the y axis</td>
<td>y = 1.09±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>along the z axis</td>
<td>z = 0.08±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atomic position of the H atom with respect to the Cu(0:0:0) atom (Å)</td>
<td>a_x=0.09±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal vibration amplitudes of Cu atoms (Å) first-layer atoms</td>
<td>a_y=0.09±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal vibration amplitudes of H atoms (Å) second- and third-layer atoms</td>
<td>a_z=0.11±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_y=0.07±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_H=0.34±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_H=0.37±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_H=0.43±0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* These adopted values resulted in good fits.

*b* The Cu(0,0,0) designates an atom in the topmost missing-row layer.

*c* The z axis is directed out of the sample.

*d* At \( T = 140 \text{ K.} \)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 1 \times 2 reconstruction

The azimuthal scans of recoiled Cu and scattered Ar atoms measured for 8° for the clean and 1 \times 2 reconstructed Cu(110) surface are presented in Fig. 2. A clear difference in the scans for the unreconstructed and reconstructed surfaces is observed, especially in the Cu-recoil scans. The spectra can be easily understood in terms of shadowing cones as explained in Fig. 3. For small incoming angles and certain azimuthal directions, Cu atoms are shadowed from the ions by neighboring atoms, resulting in a low detected yield. In between these minima, focusing effects influence the height of the maxima in the yield. The measured (solid line) and fitted (dashed line) azimuthal scans of Cu atoms recoiled from the reconstructed surface for 6° and 8° incoming angles are shown in Fig. 3. For a fixed polar angle of the detector, a number of shadowing dips can be distinguished. The azimuthal positions of these dips correspond exactly to the real-space surface string directions. An Ar-scatter azimuthal scan calculated and fitted to the experimental data for 5° incoming

![Cu-recoil and Ar-scatter azimuthal scans](image)
angle is shown in Fig. 4. Good agreement between experimental and calculated data was found. The simulated scans plus a small constant background were fitted to the experimental data. The remaining small differences in measured and simulated scans may be due to incomplete \( 1 \times 2 \) reconstruction. The background can be caused by surface defects, such as domain boundaries and step edges. The fits obtained confirm that in the \( 1 \times 2 \) reconstruction of the Cu\( (110) \) surface each second close-packed row is missing. Other surface reconstructions such as \( 1 \times 3 \) or \( 2 \times 4 \) (Ref. 34) gave very poor fits.

B. Analysis of hydrogen adsorption sites

Figure 5(a) displays calculated H-recoil azimuthal scans for different assumed hydrogen adsorption sites. These sites are indicated in Fig. 5(c) and represent all sites that have been proposed in the quoted literature. They are trigonal hollow sites (1 and 2), a short-bridge hollow site (5), an on-top site (6), deep-trough sites (3, 4, 7, and 8), and a subsurface site (9). The measured azimuthal scan is displayed in Fig. 5(b). It can be easily seen that only for the trigonal hollow sites 1 we obtained a simulated scan resembling the experimental scan. Since the presence and positions of LEIS features are very sensitive to the relative position of atoms at the surface, the obtained data show unambiguously the trigonal hollow site 1 as the main hydrogen adsorption site.
C. Thermal vibration of H

In our simulations, thermal vibrations were included by assuming displacements from the equilibrium positions of the atoms in the x, y, and z directions. The displacements were chosen at random from uncorrelated Gaussian thermal displacement distributions. The width of the distributions for H was treated as a variable. In EELS studies of hydrogen adsorption on the Cu(110) surface, three energy-loss peaks were observed and attributed to three modes of hydrogen vibration in a threefold hollow site. Assuming harmonic vibrations of a H atom in the potential well of an isolated HCu3 complex, the energy losses correspond to $\Delta E_i = \hbar \omega_i$, where $i$ designates a vibration mode. From these experimental data we calculated the widths of the ground-state vibration amplitude distribution to be 0.12 Å for the vibration mode parallel to the [011] crystallographic direction in the surface plane (along the x axis), 0.13 Å for the vibration mode parallel to the [100] crystallographic direction in the surface plane (along the y axis), and 0.15 Å for the vibration mode perpendicular to the surface plane (along the z axis). However, to obtain a relatively good fit of a calculated H-recoil azimuthal scans to the measured data we had to use much larger thermal vibration amplitudes of the H atoms, namely 0.34, 0.37, and 0.43 Å, respectively. The results of computer simulations carried out for both sets of amplitudes and fitted to the experimental scans are given in Fig. 6. The observed large effective vibrations point to a nonharmonic potential, for which the H wave function is more extended than for a harmonic potential. It should be mentioned that our H thermal vibration amplitudes are very close to the value of 0.23 Å found by Foss et al. for the same [0.5 monolayer (ML); see below] coverage of D on the Cu(100) surface. The equivalent amplitudes for H would be 0.32 Å if we correct for the difference in the masses. During the past decade, a number of theoretical and experimental studies appeared on the quantum delocalization of hydrogen on metal surfaces. The main conclusion of these works is that the potential well contains important anharmonic components that result in a high mobility of H atoms on the metal surfaces studied. Our observations support these conclusions for Cu(110).

D. Different coverages and symmetries

From our experiments, a direct determination of the absolute hydrogen coverage from the H peak contents was not possible. However, in the simulations of the H azimuthal scans the coverage was varied to obtain a better fit. The calculations were done for coverages $\theta_H = 1.00, 0.50$, and 0.25 ML. Hereby, 1 ML implies two H atoms per one Cu atom in the first ‘‘missing-row’’ copper layer. For $\theta_H = 0.50$ and 0.25 we considered two different symmetries of the hydrogen atomic arrangement, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Contrary to the Ar or Cu trajectories, the H trajectories are influenced by the presence of other H atoms. The best fit was found for an antisymmetric arrangement with 0.5-ML coverage. A coverage of 0.5 would also be in agreement with recent values given in the literature (see Ref. 10 and references therein). It is probable that the actual coverage of the sample deviates locally from the assumed 0.5 ML. This may cause a slight misfit with the simulations.

E. Buckling

Since in adsorption processes reconstruction of a surface often results in buckling of layers or atomic rows, we studied in our computer simulations a possible buckling of the topmost copper rows in directions both perpendicular to the surface and in the plane of the surface. The buckling was obtained by shifting the equilibrium positions of Cu atoms. These shifts did not improve the obtained fits. For larger shifts (>0.1 Å) the features of the simulated azimuthal scans started deviating from the measured LEIS features indicating the absence of any significant displacement of atoms both along and perpendicular to the surface.
F. Location of H: \((x,y,z)\) coordinates

Finally, we studied the interatomic distances between Cu and H atoms. The \(x\), \(y\), and \(z\) coordinates of H atoms with respect to a first layer Cu atom were independently varied to improve the agreement between calculated and measured azimuthal scans. The obtained values are listed in Table I. The value \(x = 1.28\) Å corresponds to the center plane between the two adjacent Cu atoms in the \([011]\) row of the first layer; \(y = 1.09\) Å implies a displacement from the first layer Cu[011] row towards the trough formed by the missing Cu[011] row and \(z = 0.08\) Å means that the H atoms are only slightly above the Cu positions of the first layer. These \(H\) positions are in qualitative agreement with theoretical calculations based on the effective-medium theory.\(^5\) There it was found that the trigonal hollow site is the most stable H position on a Cu\((110)-(1 \times 2)\) missing-row reconstructed surface. However, the predicted coordinates \((y = 1.27\) Å and \(z = 0.70\) Å) do not agree with our measured values. The measured \(H\) position is much deeper into the threefold hollows formed by the first- and second-layer Cu atoms. Our values are closer to those obtained from \textit{ab initio} calculations by Forni \textit{et al.}\(^{51}\) If we translate their coordinates for the \(H\) atom in the threefold hollow site of Cu\((111)\) to the similar site on Cu\((110)\), we find \(y = 1.10\) Å and \(z = 0.27\) Å. Our result for the \(H\) site on Cu\((110)-(1 \times 2)\) is similar to that found by Bu \textit{et al.}\(^{25}\) for \(H\) on Ni\((110)-(1 \times 2)\). In their LEIS study, \(H\) was also found in the trigonal hollow site, located at \(y = 1.56\) Å from the topmost Ni row and at \(z = 0.21\) Å above the surface Ni plane. The position determined in our work implies H-Cu distances of \(1.68 \pm 0.05\) Å between a H atom and the nearest first-layer Cu atom and \(1.54 \pm 0.09\) Å between a H atom and the nearest second-layer Cu atom, which are somewhat shorter than the value of \(1.70\) Å determined by Forni \textit{et al.}\(^{51}\).

In the case of Ni\((110)-(1 \times 2)\)-H system, the distances were found to be \(2.0\) Å and \(1.5\) Å, respectively.\(^{22}\)

IV. CONCLUSION

We performed LEIS studies of the H-covered Cu\((110)\) surface. Our measurements showed unambiguously that the observed \(1 \times 2\) reconstruction is of the missing-row type as was found earlier. It was shown that the H atoms occupy the trigonal site formed by one second-layer atom and two first-layer Cu atoms. To obtain good fits of the experimental and calculated results, very large thermal vibration amplitudes of H atoms had to be assumed, which is evidence for a nonharmonic potential of H atoms on this surface, giving rise to ‘‘quantum delocalization.’’\(^5\)–\(^9\) Such a delocalization may point to a high mobility of the \(H\) atoms on the Cu\((110)-(1 \times 2)\) surface. The best fits were found for 0.5-ML coverage with an asymmetric zigzag arrangement of H atoms along close-packed Cu rows. No surface buckling for Cu atoms in the topmost rows was detected with atom displacement larger than \(0.1\) Å. The interatomic distances between Cu and H atoms were determined.
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